Misty Valley
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Here we are, on top of the last mountain we had to climb, and if we
can barely see the valley below, it’s already beautiful, promising.
We take a deep breath, enjoying this time of rest before running
towards what is waiting for us. We are in peace, as we have
assimilated the lessons of the past, and got rid of what is of no
longer use for us.
We close our eyes, imagining what may be below the light mist, what
is to discover, to enjoy, to learn. We can see that there will be resting
points.
We can feel the warmth of the sun rising on our skin, promise of an
energetic, hopeful day while the soft soil beneath our feet gives us
the anchor we need to keep in touch with the earth.
We smell nature as we enter the grove, the trees, mushrooms,
weeds, flowers welcoming us as one of them. The fresh morning air
wakes us up fully and gives us the energy to make a step forward a
bit later, once we are done enjoying the moment we are
experiencing.

The Misty Valley offers us a promise of a new beginning, a new
adventure. Everything is still to be discovered, everything is possible.
We are about to live something new, and we do it with a lot of hope,
or peace. We are confident that we are going to live what needs to
be lived to grow, to understand, to discover, to assimilate.
This valley is the map of our journey. Depending on the choice we
make, we can walk an easy path, or decide to go for the side roads,
the curves, the cliffs. Each path will bring us what we need to learn.
And each of them will be ours, fully. Whatever happens, we will
reach the next mountains.

We hear birds and crows greeting us a bit further, the soft wind
makes trees, branches and foliage whisper their secret as we focus
on the song of the river below the hill.

Now is time to enjoy the sight and to feel life vibrate within. We are
ready to live the next step on our personal path. As we gather what
we need to start our journey, we also imagine what is laying there,
knowing that it will be unexpected, perfectly fitting our needs and
that we will enjoy each step of the process.

We then open our eyes and feel deep within that time has come to
begin our journey.

We are about to start a new page of our personal story. And we
make sure to remember this moment where everything is possible.

